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Polarization of light rotates in a gravitational field. The accrued phase is operationally mean-
ingful only with respect to a local polarization basis. In stationary space-times, we construct local
reference frames that allow us to isolate the Machian gravimagnetic effect from the geodetic (mass)
contribution to the rotation. The Machian effect is supplemented by the geometric term that arises
from the choice of standard polarizations. The phase accrued along a close trajectory is gauge-
independent and is zero in the Schwarzschild space-time. The geometric term may give a dominant
contribution to the phase. We calculate polarization rotation for several trajectories and find it to
be more significant than is usually believed, pointing to its possible role as a future gravity probe.
Introduction. Description of electromagnetic waves
in terms of rays and polarization vectors is a theoreti-
cal basis for much of optics [1] and observational astro-
physics [2]. Light rays in general relativity (GR) are null
geodesics. Their tangent four-vectors k, k2 = 0, are or-
thogonal to the spacelike polarization vectors f, f2 = 1.
Polarization is parallel-transported along the rays [3, 4],
∇kk = 0, ∇kf = 0, (1)
where ∇k is a covariant derivative along k. These equa-
tions were solved for a variety of backgrounds ([4–13]),
ranging from the weak field limit of a single massive body
to gravitational lenses and gravitational waves.
Solutions of (1) predict polarization rotation in a grav-
itational field. Mass of the gravitating system is thought
to have only a trivial effect, while its spin and higher mo-
ments cause the gravimagnetic/Faraday/Rytov-Skrotski˘ı
rotation (phase) [5–8]. A version of Mach’s principle [14],
interpreted as presence of the Coriolis acceleration due
to frame dragging around a rotating massive body [3, 4],
was first proposed to calculate polarization rotation in
[15]. It provides a convenient conceptual framework for
the gravimagnetic effect [6].
Polarization is operationally meaningful only if its di-
rection is compared with some standard polarization ba-
sis (two linear polarizations, right- and left-circular po-
larizations, etc.). Insufficient attention to the definition
of the standard polarizations is one of the reasons for the
disparate values of the rotation angle ∆χ that are found
in the literature (see [16] for the discussion). In this pa-
per we investigate the role of local reference frames in
establishing ∆χ, focusing primarily on stationary space-
times.
We derive the equation for polarization rotation for
an arbitrary choice of the polarization basis. In addi-
tion to the expected Machian term [6, 15] this equation
contains a reference-frame term, which makes a domi-
nant contribution to the net rotation in the examples we
consider. Only a particular choice of the standard polar-
izations allows stating that the mass of the gravitating
body does not lead to a phase along an open orbit, and
we demonstrate how this gauge can be constructed by lo-
cal observers. On the other hand, on closed trajectories
the reference-frame term results in a gauge-independent
contribution.
Taking Kerr space-times as an example we calculate
∆χ for several trajectories, and find the phase to be
greater than it was commonly believed. As a result, po-
larization rotation may become a basis for alternative
precision tests of GR.
We use − + ++ signature, set G = c = 1 and use
Einstein summation convention in all dimensions. Three-
dimensional vectors are written in boldface and the unit
vectors are distinguished by carets, such as eˆ.
Trajectories and rotations. To every local observer
with a four-velocity u we attach an orthonormal tetrad,
with the time axis defined by e0 ≡ u [3]. In stationary
space-times a tetrad of a static observer is naturally re-
lated to the Landau-Lifshitz 1+3 formalism [17]. Static
observers follow the congruence of timelike Killing vec-
tors that defines a projection from the space-time mani-
foldM onto a three-dimensional space Σ3, pi :M→ Σ3.
Projecting is performed in practice by dropping the
timelike coordinate of an event. Vectors are projected
by a push-forward map pi∗k = k in the same way. For a
static observer the three spatial basis vectors of the local
orthonormal tetrad are projected into an orthonormal
triad, pi∗em = eˆm, eˆm ·eˆn = δmn, m,n = 1, 2, 3.
The metric g onM can be written in terms of a three-
dimensional scalar h, a vector g, and a three-dimensional
metric γ on Σ3 [17] as
ds2 = −h(dx0 − gmdx
m)2 + dl2, (2)
where h = −g00, gm = −g0m/g00 and the three-
dimensional distance is dl2 = γmndx
mdxn. The inner
product of three-vectors will always refer to this metric.
Vector products and differential operators are defined as
appropriate dual vectors [17].
For example, the Kerr metric in the Boyer-Lyndquist
coordinates [3, 4, 17] leads to
h = 1−
2Mr
ρ2
, g0i = −δiφ
2Mar
ρ2
sin2 θ, (3)
2where M is the mass of a gravitating body, a = J/M is
the angular momentum per unit mass, ρ2 = r2+a2 cos2 θ
and δij is Kronecker’s delta.
Using the relationship between four- and three-
dimensional covariant derivatives, ∇µ and Dm, respec-
tively, the propagation equations (1) in a stationary
space-time [6, 7] result in a joint rotation of unit po-
larization and tangent vectors [16],
Dkˆ
dλ
= Ω× kˆ,
Dfˆ
dλ
= Ω× fˆ , (4)
where λ is the affine parameter and kˆ = k/k. The angu-
lar velocity of rotation Ω is given by
Ω = 2ω − (ω ·kˆ)kˆ −Eg × k, (5)
where
ω = − 1
2
k0curlg, Eg = −
∇h
2h
. (6)
Reference frames. For each momentum direction kˆ
polarization is specified with respect to two standard
polarization vectors bˆ1,2 . In a flat space-time these
are uniquely fixed by Wigner’s little group construction
[19, 20]. The standard reference momentum is directed
along an arbitrarily defined z-axis, with x and y axes
defining the two linear polarization vectors. A direc-
tion kˆ is determined by the spherical angles (θ, φ). The
standard rotation that brings the z-axis to kˆ is defined
[19] as a rotation around the y-axis by Ry(θ) that is
followed by the rotation Rz(φ) around the z-axis, so
R(kˆ) ≡ Rz(φ)Ry(θ). Standard polarizations for the di-
rection kˆ are defined as bˆ1 ≡ R(kˆ)xˆ and bˆ2 ≡ R(kˆ)yˆ.
An additional gauge fixing promotes bˆi to four-vectors,
so a general linear polarization vector is written as
f = cosχb1(k) + sinχb2(k). (7)
We adapt a gauge in which polarization is orthogonal
to the observer’s four-velocity, u · f = 0, so in a three-
dimensional form the transversality condition reads as
k· fˆ = 0.
The net polarization rotation that results from a
Lorentz transformation can be read off either by using the
definition of the corresponding little group element or by
referring the resulting polarization vector f′ to the new
standard polarization vectors bi(k
′) [20]. On a curved
background the standard polarization triad (bˆ1, bˆ2, kˆ)
should be defined at every point.
Assume that two standard linear polarizations are se-
lected. By setting fˆ = bˆ1 at the starting point of the
trajectory we have sinχ(λ) = fˆ(λ)· bˆ2(λ), so
dχ
dλ
=
1
fˆ ·bˆ1
(
Dfˆ
dλ
·bˆ2 + fˆ ·
Dbˆ2
dλ
)
= ω ·kˆ+
1
fˆ ·bˆ2
fˆ ·
Dbˆ2
dλ
.
(8)
This is the desired phase evolution equation. The term
ω · kˆ is the Machian effect as it was postulated in [15].
The second term — the reference-frame contribution —
was missing from the previous analysis. However, in the
examples below the reference-frame term dominates the
Machian effect by one power of the relevant large param-
eter.
In general, a rigid rotation of momentum and polar-
ization leads to a non-zero polarization rotation ∆χ with
respect to the standard directions [19, 20]. Right- and
left-circular polarizations remain invariant, but acquire
Wigner phase factors e±i∆χ, respectively.
The statement of zero accrued phase ∆χ = 0 in the
Schwarzschild space-time [5, 6, 11], where a = 0, so ω = 0
and Ω = −Eg × k, is correct only in a particular gauge.
Defining this phase to be zero allows us to make a choice
of standard polarizations that does not require references
to a parallel transport or communication between the ob-
servers. This gauge construction is based on the following
property, which is proved at the end of this Letter.
Property 1. A rotation R
bˆ2
(α) around the bˆ2-axis,
where the polarization triad (bˆ1, bˆ2, kˆ) is obtained from
(xˆ, yˆ, zˆ) by the standard rotation R(kˆ), does not intro-
duce a phase. 
In the Schwarzschild space-time we see that if the z-
axis is oriented along the direction of the free-fall accel-
eration Eg, and bˆ2 ∝ Eg × k = Ω, no polarization phase
is accrued. As a photon propagates along its planar tra-
jectory, its momentum kˆ and linear polarization bˆ1 are
rotated around the direction bˆ2, which is perpendicular
to the plane of motion.
In a general stationary space-time we construct the
polarization basis by defining a local z-axis along the
free-fall acceleration, zˆ ≡ w/|w|, and define the stan-
dard polarization direction bˆ2 to be perpendicular to the
momentum and the local z-axis,
bˆ2 ≡ w × kˆ/|w× kˆ|. (9)
This convention, that we will call the Newton gauge, is
consistent: if we set zˆ = −rˆ in the flat space-time, then
no phase is accrued as a result of the propagation. In
addition to being defined by local operations, the New-
ton gauge has two further advantages. First, it does not
rely on a weak field approximation for definition of the
reference direction. Second, if the trajectory is closed or
self-intersecting, the reference direction zˆ is the same at
the points of the intersection.
Examples. We discuss polarization rotation in a Kerr
space-time in two different settings, giving the calcula-
tional details in [16]. To simplify the expressions we
define the affine parameter [3, 4] by fixing the energy
E = −k0 = 1. Trajectories are calculated using Carter’s
conserved quantity η [4, 17].
The light is emitted from the point (rin, θin, 0) and ob-
served at (rout, θout, φout). To simplify the exposition we
3assume a distant observation point (rout → ∞). In one
scenario we consider a trajectory in the outgoing prin-
cipal null geodesic congruence [4, 7]. In a “scattering”
scenario the light is emitted and observed far from the
gravitating body (rin, rout ≫M,a).
Outgoing geodesics in principal null congruence have
km = (1, 0, a/∆), ∆ ≡ r2 − 2Mr + a2, along the entire
trajectory, and can be easily integrated [4]. Taking into
account that the Machian term ω·ˆk ∼ O(r−3) in Eq (8) is
dominated by the reference-frame term, the leading order
of polarization rotation is found by a direct integration
sin∆χ = −
a
rin
cos θin +O(r
−2
in ), (10)
in agrement with [7].
Evolution of polarization along a general trajectory is
most easily obtained by using Walker-Penrose conserved
quantity K1 + iK2 [4]. We adapt the calculation scheme
of [8]. Trajectories reach the asymptotic outgoing value
of the azimuthal angle θout, and the conservation laws
determine the outgoing momentum as
kµˆ = (1, 1,±βout/r,D/r sin θout), (11)
where D = Lz/E is a scaled angular momentum along
the z-axis, and β2out ≡ η+a
2 cos2 θout−D
2 cot2 θout. Ini-
tial momentum in the scattering scenario satisfies a sim-
ilar expression.
Using the transversality of polarization and the gauge
condition f 0ˆ = 0 we select f θˆ and f φˆ as two independent
components. Walker-Penrose constants are bilinear in
the components of polarization and momentum. Hence
one obtains a transformation matrix R,(
f θˆout
f φˆout
)
= R
(
f θˆin
f φˆin
)
. (12)
Polarization is expressed in the basis bˆ1, bˆ2. Matrices N
connect (f θˆ, f φˆ) with (f1, f2). As a result the evolution
is represented by the matrix
T = NoutRN
−1
in . (13)
If initial polarization is fˆ = bˆin1 , then the rotation angle
is given by sinχ = T21 [16].
We present a special case of the scattering scenario
that allows an easy comparison with the literature [16]
and highlights the importance of a proper treatment of
reference frames. If the initial propagation direction is
parallel to the z-axis with the impact parameter s, then
the polarization is rotated by
sinχ =
4Ma
Λ2
+
15M2a
4Λ3
+O(Λ−4), (14)
where
Λ2 ≡ D2 + η = s2 − a2. (15)
The antiparallel initial direction gives the opposite sign.
At the leading order in s−1 we can assume fˆ ≈ bˆ1
and directly integrate Eq. (8). The result shows that the
leading contribution to the polarization rotation comes
from the reference-frame term, while the Machian term
ω · kˆ at this order does not contribute to the integral.
The latter result was used to justify the view that the
polarization rotation is 1/r3min effect, where rmin ∼ s is
the minimal distance from the gravitating body.
Gauge-invariant phase. Consider a basis of 1-forms
(σ1, σ2, σ3) that is dual to (bˆ1, bˆ2, kˆ). A matrix of con-
nection 1-forms ω is written with the help of Ricci rota-
tion coefficients ωacb as ω
a
b = ω
a
cbσ
c [3, 21]. Taking into
account Eq. (7), and the antisymmetry of the connections
ωab = ωab = −ωba, we find
Dfˆ
dλ
= (−bˆ1f
2+ bˆ2f
1)
(
dχ
dλ
− ω132k
)
+k(ω331f
1+ω332f
2).
(16)
A comparison with Eq. (4) leads to the identification
Ω1 = Ω·bˆ1 = kω
3
32, Ω
2 = −kω331, where k = |k|, and an
alternative equation for the polarization rotation,
dχ
dλ
= ω ·kˆ+ ω132k. (17)
Freedom of choosing the polarization frame (bˆ1, bˆ2) at
every point of the trajectory is represented by a SO(2)
rotation R
kˆ
(
ψ(λ)
)
. Under its action the connection
transforms as ω → RωR−1 + R−1dR [21], so dχ/dλ 7→
dχ/dλ+ dψ/dλ.
A closed photon trajectory (i.e., kin = kout, xmin = x
m
out)
may occur “naturally” (as a result of the initial condi-
tions) or with judiciously positioned mirrors. The result-
ing gauge-invariant phase is
∆χ =
∮
ω ·kˆdλ+
∮
ω132kdλ. (18)
Given a trajectory with a tangent vector k one can define
a SO(2) line bundle with the connection ω¯ = ω132k, simi-
larly to the usual treatment of geometric phase [21, 22].
Using Stokes’ theorem the reference-frame term can be
rewritten as a surface integral of the bundle curvature
θ¯ = dω¯, as
∫
ω¯ =
∫ ∫
θ¯. A more practical expression fol-
lows from our previous discussion: ∆χ = arcsin fˆout ·bˆ2.
Conservation of K1 and K2 in the Kerr space-time en-
sures that if a trajectory is closed as a result of the initial
conditions, then fˆout = fˆin and ∆χ = 0. The Newton
gauge is designed to give a zero phase along any trajec-
tory in the Schwarzschild space-time. As a result of the
gauge invariance of Eq. (18), no phase is accrued along
a closed trajectory in the Schwarzschild space-time, re-
gardless of the gauge convention.
As an example of a non-zero phase along a closed tra-
jectory consider the following combination of the scatter-
ing scenarios. The trajectory starts parallel to the axis
4of rotation with an impact parameter s1 (and the initial
angle θ1 = pi). Far from the gravitating body (so its in-
fluence can be ignored), the outcoming photon is twice
reflected and sent in again with the impact parameter s2
and the initial angle θ2 = 0. After the second scattering
and appropriate reflections it is returned to the initial
position with the initial value of the momentum. Then
∆χ = 4aM
(
Λ−21 − Λ
−2
2
)
+O(Λ−3). (19)
Outlook. Observation of the frame-dragging effects is
the last of the “classical” tests of GR [23] that has not yet
been performed with a sufficient accuracy. In addition
to Gravity Probe-B [24] and LAGEOS [25] experiments,
there are proposals to use Sagnac interferometry with
ring-laser gyroscopes [26], or matter or quantum optical
interferometry [27]. The main difficulty in these tests is
the necessity to isolate a much larger geodetic effect that
is caused by the Earth’s mass.
Polarization phase (along a closed trajectory or in the
Newton gauge for an open path) is insensitive to it. We
take Eq. (10) to estimate the polarization rotation in the
near-Earth environment. The Earth angular momentum
is J⊕ = 5.86× 10
40 cm2g sec−1 [18]. We send the photon
on a geodetic from the principal null congruence starting
at some (rin, θin) and detect it at infinity (otherwise we
have to correct by the term a sin θin/rout). Assuming
rin = 12 270 km (the semimajor axis of the LAGEOS
satellite orbit [25]), we obtain ∆χ ∼ 55 arcmsec in a
single run. For comparison, the relevant precession rates
for the Gravity Probe-B and LAGEOS experiments are
39 arcmsec/yr and 31 arcmsec/yr, respectively.
We showed that polarization rotation in a gravitational
field is obtained from both the Machian Coriolis acceler-
ation and a reference-frame term, and the latter may be
dominant. It is responsible for a gauge-independent ge-
ometric phase that is accrued on a closed trajectory in
stationary space-times. The effect is proportional to the
angular momentum of a gravitating body and possibly
may be used in future gravity probe experiments.
Proof of Property 1. If the triad (bˆ1, bˆ2, kˆ) is rigidly
rotated by R, it typically results in an angle between,
say, Rbˆ2 and bˆ2(Rkˆ). This is the Wigner’s phase χ of
photons. It can be read-off from the definition [19, 20],
Rz(χ) ≡ R
−1(Rkˆ)RR(kˆ). (20)
However, if R = R
bˆ2
(α), then using the decomposition
R
bˆ2
(α) = R(kˆ)Ry(α)R
−1(kˆ), (21)
so kˆ′ = R
bˆ2
(α)kˆ = kˆ′(θ + α, ϕ), the Wigner rotation
matrix is
Rz(χ) = R
−1(kˆ′)R
bˆ2
(α)R(kˆ)
= R−1y (θ + α)Ry(θ)Ry(α) = 1. (22)
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